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Berlandi Nussbaum & Reitzas LLP (“BNR”) of New York, NY and Brophy & Devaney LAW, PLLC (“Brophy”) of
Austin, TX, are pleased to announce their affiliation beginning November 1, 2021. While each law firm will
remain separate for now, they will combine resources to cement a nationwide footprint and further
strengthen their litigation and business practice groups. The affiliation will provide their clients with access to
the broadest range of talented legal counsel, while maintaining the commitment to integrity and
professionalism that has been the hallmark of both firms. BNR’s managing partner, Brian Berlandi, states that
“Discussions are taking place to merge the firms in the coming months. However, we want our clients to
benefit from this tremendous opportunity now and not have to wait.” Berlandi believes the legal expertise of
lawyers from both firms will fit seamlessly. BNR will contribute a stable of top-rated commercial litigation
attorneys throughout the States of New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, along with its robust
transactional practice group. Brophy will be able to expand its client’s general corporate representation, real
estate, banking, and intellectual property expertise in Texas and across the country. Each firm features an
impressive range of experience and expertise for new and existing business entities, non-profit organizations,
individuals and estates in transactional and adversarial matters, be it trial work, arbitration or other forms of
ADR. BNR and Brophy will combine veteran attorneys with rising lawyers, all of whom share a commitment to
providing clients with exceptional legal representation. More than two-thirds of the partners at BNR have
been recognized as New York Super Lawyers by the Thomson Reuters rating service, while Brophy has long
been one of Texas’s top trial attorneys, having handled a wide array of litigation and transactional matters
across the country. Its founder, Joseph Brophy, states that “we are very excited about the prospect of
merging with BNR as it will expand the services we are able to offer our clients and strengthen our litigation
support team in Texas, New York and throughout the country. This merger should solidify both firms amongst
the premiere business litigation and transaction boutiques in the country.”
ABOUT BERLANDI NUSSBAUM & REITZAS LLP
BNR is a full-service law firm specializing primarily in litigation, corporate transactions, real estate, media and
entertainment. BNR has been selected as a SuperLawyers law firm since 2018, and commit itself to delivering
premier legal services to its clients. BNR has offices located in New York City, White Plains and Pawling, and
its attorneys are licensed to practice in New York, New Jersey, Washington D.C., Connecticut, Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania and California. For more information, visit BNR’s website at www.bnrllp.com.
ABOUT BROPHY & DEVANEY LAW, PLLC
Brophy represents plaintiffs and defendants, companies, individuals, shareholders, officers, directors,
employers and employees in a wide range of litigation and transactional matters, ranging from routine
business organizational matters, business divorces to contract disputes of all types and bet-the-company
cases. They also offer high-end representation in complex divorce and family law matters. With
comprehensive experience on both sides of the courtroom, their attorneys are prepared to handle any
dispute across Texas or throughout the country. Joseph F. Brophy has been repeatedly selected for inclusion
in various legal publications, including Top 100 Lawyers in America, Best Lawyers in America, America’s Top
100 High Stakes Litigators and Texas Super Lawyers. Visit Brophy’s website at www.bdlawpllc.com.

